Predictions of disease outcome in prognostic factor models are usually based on one selected model. However, often several models fit the data equally well, but these models might differ substantially in terms of included explanatory variables and might lead to different predictions for individual patients. For survival data we discuss two approaches for accounting for model selection uncertainty in two data examples with the main emphasis on variable selection in a proportional hazard Cox model. The main aim of our investigation is to establish in which ways either of the two approaches are useful in such prognostic models. The first approach is Bayesian model averaging (BMA) adapted for the proportional hazard model (Volinsky et al., 1997). As a new approach we propose a method which averages over a set of possible models using weights estimated from bootstrap resampling as proposed by Buckland et al. (1997) , but in addition we perform an initial screening of variables based on the inclusion frequency of each variable to reduce the set of variables and corresponding models. The main objective of prognostic models is prediction, but the interpretation of single effects is also important and models should be general enough to ensure transportability to other clinical centres. In the data examples we compare predictions of the two approaches with "conventional" predictions from keywords model selection uncertainty; survival analysis; model averaging; bootstrap; prognostic factor models.
Introduction
Prognostic studies in medicine are about identifying factors influencing disease outcome.
Identifying and ranking these factors involves statistical modelling, usually of a regression model of some form, e.g. in medicine this is often the logistic regression model or the Cox proportional hazards model (Cox, 1972) . The resulting models are the basis for predictions of disease outcome, which are of potential value for therapeutic and other clinical decisions.
For many diseases studied there is a vast number of potential factors and there is often a lot of uncertainty about the best model for prediction. For example in breast cancer the effects of more than 200 prognostic factors are currently discussed. Even if only 10 variables are investigated in one study, this can lead to a large set of possible models.
Not surprisingly it is often the case that several models provide similar fits to the data, but these models differ in terms of included factors and predicted prognostic indices for individual patients. The differences are often substantial if these predictions are made at extreme values of the range of the data. Also, finding the variables with the highest prognostic value is a difficult task, mainly because selected models are often unstable (Steyerberg et al., 2001; Sauerbrei, 1999; Breiman, 1996b; Sauerbrei and Schumacher, 1992; Altman and Andersen, 1989; Chen and George, 1985) .
Standard statistical methodology involved in making the predictions and variance estimation is based on the assumption that the model used was pre-specified without any data-dependent modelling. However, every model presented is based on many implicit assumptions made before the actual formal model selection process starts. These assumptions include data interpretation, e.g. variable definitions, coding and dealing with missing values. Also a model class is chosen, in survival data whether a Cox model or a fully parametric model is fitted to survival data. Then a decision on the appropriate criterion for defining the "best" model for model selection is needed. These include combinations of measures on the discrepancy of fit (the deviance function), the prediction error, model stability or criteria like model complexity. Obviously, many other assumptions are required before starting a model selection process and decisions on these aspects can have a strong influence on the final model. See Blettner and Sauerbrei (1993) for some background on these pre-model selection decision processes for a specific example and Chatfield (2002) for the discussion of further aspects.
In this paper we will not tackle all the modelling uncertainties mentioned above. We consider two studies with survival data analysed with a Cox regression model. We restrict ourselves to only fitting linear terms in our model and assume that further assumptions of the Cox model are acceptable. We will concentrate on the issue of whether a variable is in-or excluded in a prognostic model. Despite these assumptions and pre-modelling decisions we still have thousands of possible models, e.g. 15 variables in one example results in 2 15 = 32768 candidate models, from which to select a prognostic model.
Ignoring the uncertainty about the variable selection process may lead to unjustifiable confidence in parameter estimates and classification schemes derived from the selected model (Chatfield, 1995; Draper, 1995; Hoeting et al., 1999; Holländer et al., 2004) . For example, confidence intervals may not yield their nominal coverage. One possible way to incorporate model selection uncertainty is to average over the set of possible models. In cases where the aim is to find the most likely model, it is useful to state the uncertainty attached to the selected model along with the results of other good approximating models. In this paper we describe some of the currently existing methods and propose a modification of one approach for handling model selection uncertainty. These are mainly Bayesian approaches (Chatfield, 1995; Draper, 1995; Kass and Raftery, 1995; Raftery et al., 1997; Hoeting et al., 1999) and methods based on bootstrap resampling (Buckland et al., 1997; Burnham and Anderson, 1998) . In recent years these methods have been applied in many fields, such as mark-recapture (Stanley and Burnham, 1998; Brooks et al., 2000) , ecology (MacKenzie and Kendall, 2002) , econometry (Bunnin et al., 2002) and medicine (Viallefont et al., 2001 ).
Here we are specifically interested in applications of the above approaches to survival data.
The Bayesian model averaging (BMA) method was adapted to survival data by Volinsky et al. (1997) ; see also Hoeting et al. (1999) for an application. Buckland et al. (1997) proposed an approach using bootstrap resampling and use it in a simple example with a model space consisting of 4 models only. For more complex situations with a larger model space we propose a modification using a two step approach. First a subset of variables with no or little influence is eliminated and then model averaging is applied to models selected from the remaining variables using weights derived from subsequent bootstrap resampling investigation. We investigate whether these two methods can improve predictions for prognostic models of cancer (glioma) and a liver disease (primary biliary cirrhosis) relative to three alternatives: (i) a single model selected using backward elimination (BE) with a predefined "low" nominal selection level, (ii) the full model and (iii) predictions using the Kaplan-Meier estimate, where no covariates are used.
Data
Example 1: Glioma
In a randomised clinical trial two chemotherapies were compared for patients with malignant glioma (Ulm et al., 1989; Sauerbrei and Schumacher, 1992; Sauerbrei, 1999) . Besides therapy, 15 variables are considered to be potential prognostic factors (see (Table 1) ). Here we use the data from 411 patients with complete information for the variables of interest.
After a median follow-up time of 712 days, 274 deaths have occurred.
In Sauerbrei (1999) the full model was considered and three other possible models were selected using BE with different significance levels (α =0.157, 0.05 and 0.01). Resulting models had nine, five and four variables respectively (Table 1 ). All models had the variables mali1, age, Karn1 and surg1 in common. Furthermore the linear predictors from the three models after selction are highly correlated with the predictor from the full model, with the highest pairwise Pearson's correlation coefficient of 0.99 with the BE(0.157) model having 9 variables and the lowest 0.94 (BE(0.01)) with 4 variables.
Each of the three variables originally measured with three ordered categories were coded with two dummy variables. Eliminating one of the dummies corresponds to collapsing two categories which is sensible if two adjacent categories have a similar influence on outcome.
Judged from the log-likelihood the full model has the largest value. However, the leaveone-out cross-validated log-likelihood, a measure of the predictive value of a model (Verweij and Houwelingen, 1993) , shows that even the model based on BE(0.157) may include variables which do not increase the predictive value of the model. Cross-validated loglikelihood values of the models with 4 or 5 variables are very similar, the corresponding value of the full model is worse. Raftery et al. (1996) analysed these data using BMA.
Survival models
We will use the Cox model where the hazard λ at time t of the event is modelled as a function of the explanatory variables X = (x 1 , ..., x p ). The hazard function is
where β is the vector of coefficients of the explanatory variables. x i is the covariate vector of patient i and λ 0 (t) is the baseline hazard.
For prognosis the survivor function will be estimated by:
where S 0 (t) is the baseline survivor function.
As apparent from the two data examples there is typically a high number of possible potential effect, the model space needs to be reduced. The two approaches we describe below achieve this (a) by directly choosing a subset of models using Occams window or (b) indirectly by choosing a smaller subset of explanatory variables after using a screening step.
As variable selection method we will use backward elimination (BE) with the BIC criterion (BE BIC ). BE may be used as a substitute for all-subset procedure if the corresponding predefined selection level is chosen (Sauerbrei 1999 4 Quantifying model selection uncertainty
Bayes approaches
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) is one approach to incorporating model uncertainty into inference. We give a short summary of the method; more details are given in Chatfield (1995), Draper (1995) , Kass and Raftery (1995) and Hoeting et al. (1999) . Consider 
Both terms in equation 2 require solving integrals, for the general linear model these are available in closed form; this is not the case for the Cox model. The posterior summary statistics are evaluated by incorporating the model posterior probabilities (Hoeting et al., 1999; Draper, 1995) , e.g. the posterior mean is
The specification of prior model probabilities pr(M j ) assumes that one of the models considered is true, since all other models which do not belong to the set M 1 , ..., M J have a prior probability of zero. Defining suitable priors pr(M j ) for the different models appears to be difficult with this approach, especially with a large set of possible models. The simplest suggested solution is to give each model equal weight when no prior information is available. This choice of prior can be problematic if two explanatory variables are correlated leading to two models M 1 and M 2 containing one of the two correlated variables respectively, then the two models will be almost equivalent. Giving the two models equal weight a priori amounts to giving the single model of which M 1 and M 2 are slightly different versions twice as much actual prior weight. Another problem of the BMA approach is that large summations and integrals are necessary especially if the model space is large, and these are often hard to compute. One approach to handle the large model space is to restrict it to models with a posterior probability above a certain threshold, e.g. by using
Occam's window (Madigan and Raftery, 1994 ). Occam's window includes all models with a posterior probability greater than a certain proportion of the model with the highest posterior.
Bayesian model averaging for survival data (approx. BMA)
For carrying out BMA within the Cox model, the integrals of both components in equa- For deriving pr(M j |D), the posterior model probabilities in equation 2, the log of the inte-grated likelihood is approximated by the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978) .
Before averaging, models not supported by the data are excluded using Occam's window.
These are all models where the posterior probability is smaller than a specified constant, e.g. 1/C of the model with the highest posterior probability. Instead of calculating all posterior model probabilities an altered version of the leaps and bounds algorithm, also used for all subset selection (Furnival and Wilson, 1974; Lawless and Singhal, 1978; Kuk, 1984) , is used to narrow down the choice of models. Volinsky et al. (1997) claim that by choosing a large enough set of "best" models with the leaps and bounds algorithm, all models within Occam's window are found. Posterior mean estimates and variance of θ are calculated using weighted averages from the separate models with normalised weights proportional to pr(M j |D), with summation over models within Occam's window. Volinsky et al. (1997) apply this approach to Cox models for assessing the risk of stroke from a cardiovascular health study. As a measure for the importance of the different variables, posterior effect probabilities pr(β j = 0|D) for the coefficients associated with each variable, are given. This is the sum over all pr(M j |D) of all models containing variable x i . In the following we will call their approach approx. BMA. To our knowledge it is currently not implemented in any of the mainstream statistics packages or Bayesian specialist software such as BUGS, but the authors have made some of their code publicly available under http://www.research.att.com/~volinsky/bma.html. Buckland et al. (1997) have suggested several more or less ad hoc approaches to accounting for model uncertainty. In their approach an information criterion (I), e.g. the Akaike information criterion, is used to estimate model weights for parameter averaging and variance estimation. These weights have the following form
Non-Bayesian approaches
where I j is the information criterion for model j. The expected value of the averaged parameter is thenθ
whereθ j is the estimated parameter or quantity from the observed data. The variance of θ j is estimated as follows (Buckland et al., 1997) :
where the model misspecification bias γ j is estimated byγ j =θ j −θ.θ j andvar(θ j |γ j )
are the conditional estimates under the selected model j andθ is found using equation 4.
These estimates are plugged into the above equation.
Setting I equal to the Bayes information criterion, the weights in equation 4 are almost equal to the model posterior pr(M j |D) as it is approximated by Volinsky et al. (1997) when non-informative priors are used (see above). The main difference is that in pr(M j |D) the normalising constant is not the sum over all possible models, but a sum over a smaller subset of best models as identified by the leaps and bounds algorithm and Occam's window.
As an alternative way of obtaining model weights w j Buckland et al. (1997) suggest to apply the bootstrap to model selection and give an illustration for an example with 4 models under consideration. Then the weight of model j is estimated by the proportion of bootstrap samples in which model j was selected. Then bootstrap 'percentile' confidence intervals are given by ordering the bootstrap estimates from smallest to largest and selecting the appropriate percentiles from the list. The idea of bootstrapping the modelling process has been suggested in the past mainly for investigating model selection stability issues e.g. Efron and Gong (1983) , Chen and George (1985) , Dijkstra and Veldkamp (1994) , Altman and Andersen (1989) , Sauerbrei and Schumacher (1992) and Hjorth (1994) . Not many investigations exist incorporating a term to account for model uncertainty in the estimate of the variance. In the special case of two orthogonal covariates Candolo et al. (2003) show analytically that in the linear regression model the above approach reduces the mean squared error if effects of covariates are relatively weak. They support their findings by results from a simulation study considering 8 models. Especially when working with survival data resampling patients is the preferred bootstrap approach.
A method that uses model averaging is bootstrap aggregating or bagging (Breiman, 1996a) . In bagging the bootstrap is applied to model selection and the parameter of interest, e.g. the prognostic index, is an average of the B bootstrap estimates:
j is the j'th bootstrap estimate with j = 1, ..., B.
Screening of variables and bootstrap model averaging (bootstrap MA)
We use the bootstrap approach of Buckland et al. (1997) but eliminate in a first step single variables thought to have a weak influence at most before we apply model averaging. This screening step helps to reduce the number of models substantially, as we have thousands of models in our examples, in contrast to only 4 models in Buckland et al. (1997) . It helps to get more reliable weights for the models and it is most helpful for the use of the predictor in future applications as it does not require to measure all variables, even if they only have a small influence on the predictor. Our approach is also in contrast to approx. BMA approach where the set of models is reduced by Occam's window, however each variable may still be required because it is included in at least one of the models passing Occam's window criterion. For the first step we use parts of a strategy suggested by Sauerbrei and Schumacher (1992) based on bootstrap resampling. Model selection is carried out in the bootstrap samples. In order to make our selection procedure comparable to approx. BMA we use BE with a selection level corresponding to the BIC criterion where the penalty for each covariate is log(n), n is here the number of events in the survival data. We denote this selection algorithm by BE BIC . Then the number of times each covariate is included in the model, i.e. the inclusion frequency h(x i ), is recorded. Instead of the BIC criterion another criterion, e.g. the AIC or a nominal selection level, say 0.05, can be used. Now a subset of variables is selected only containing variables with an inclusion frequency above a minimum value. Variables with no or hardly any prognostic influence will have very low inclusion frequencies and will therefore be eliminated in this first step (Sauerbrei and Schumacher (1992) ). Obviously, the selection criteria influences the interpretation of the inclusion frequencies; see Sauerbrei and Schumacher (1992) where this is discussed for the special situation of one variable. In a second step we carry out another bootstrap resampling procedure and apply BE BIC to the subset of remaining variables from the first step. The set of possible models is substantially reduced after the first step, e.g. from 2 15 to 2 7 in the glioma example (Table 2) . Now we record the number of times each model is selected and use these inclusion frequencies h(M j ) as weights in equation 4
for model averaging. The screening step also influences estimation of the variance of the predictor, as it uses the bootstrap samples of the second step. Furthermore, the second step in our procedure makes model selection in each bootstrap sample much faster and gives larger weights to models supported by the data because it considers only models in which every variable has probably some influence. This allows us to work with a relatively small number of bootstrap samples (several hundreds to about a thousand).
The precision of relative model inclusion frequencies h(M j ) can be increased by a larger number of bootstrap replicates.
5 Assessing the predictive performance
Criteria
We compare the predictive performance of the different approaches using the partial predictive score (PPS) and the Brier score (Brier, 1950; Graf et al., 1999 
then the PPS is the sum of the partial log-likelihood evaluated for each observation in
That is (assuming no ties):
where x i = (x i1 , ..., x ip ), t i is the observed time for the i'th patient. The indicator δ i is zero if t i is right-censored, unity otherwise. R(t i ) is the risk set at time t i . Since the partial likelihood is only defined for a whole data set, the derivation is not straightforward for a subset. The cross-validated leave-one-out partial log-likelihood as defined by Verweij and Houwelingen (1993) 
where I(.) is an indicator function. It is estimated as follows
where the weights v i are equal to one if no censoring is present at all. With censoring, weights for observations with an event are equal to the inverse of the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the censoring distribution at the time of the event. Individuals without an event up to t * are weighted according to the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the censoring distribution at time t * . Observations censored before time t * do not contribute to the Brier score, i.e.
v i = 0. The lower the Brier score the better the predictive performance.
With model averaging the survival probability S(t * |X) is a weighted average of the estimated survivor functions under the different models. In the situation where one data set D build is used for the model building process and another data set D test is used for validation, the parameters β and the baseline hazard λ 0 are estimated from D build .
The Brier score from the pooled Kaplan-Meier estimate of the survivor function is a benchmark value for a prediction without taking explanatory information into account.
For measuring the gain from explanatory information in the model we use the percentage change in Brier score compared to a prediction from the Kaplan-Meier estimate (Graf et al., 1999) :
R 2 is thus analogous to the explained variation commonly quoted for general linear models. A naive prediction with constant survival probability of 0.5 yields a BS of 0.25: useful as a "worst case" benchmark.
Cross-validation
We use K-fold cross-validation (Davison and Hinkley, 1997) to estimate the predictive criteria. The data are split into K disjoint sets of similar size. A rule of thumb is to use either K = √ n or K = 10 in the case of large data sets, where choosing K = √ n becomes very computer intensive (Davison and Hinkley, 1997 3. Calculate the assessment criteria, e.g. the Brier score or the PPS.
4. repeat steps 1 -3 for each of the K data splits and sum the criteria obtained from the 1 to K data splits.
When D test is too small, say below 10 observations, the censoring distribution for the weights in the Brier score is calculated using D build . However in our examples, the sample sizes of D test are around 20 and hence this is not a problem.
Examples

Glioma
We applied our bootstrap MA approach to the glioma data as described above using 500 bootstrap resamples in all steps involved.
In the first step of bootstrap MA the inclusion frequencies h(x i ) range between 4% and 100% (Table 2 and Figure 1 ). The variables mali1, age and surg1 have the highest inclusion frequencies, all are above 75%. The variable Karn2 has the lowest inclusion frequency of 4%. In the second step of the bootstrap MA procedure only variables with h(x i ) > 30% are included and the bootstrap procedure is applied again to the remaining subset with mali1, mali2, age, Karn1, surg1, epil and cort. In total there were 27 different models selected out of 2 7 possible models; the top ten are shown with model inclusion frequencies Table 2 . The model including variables mali1, age, Karn1 and surg1 has the highest inclusion frequency (17%). Repeating the bootstrap MA procedure with different selection levels h(x i ) > 40%, 20%, 10% and 0% in the first screening step always yields the same model with the highest h(M j ), but, of course, the distributions of the respective h(M j ) differ. The order of the next important models differ also (Table 2 ). For the relatively high selection level of 40% in the screening step only 7 of the 16 (2 4 ) possible models were selected and in 99% of the replicates one of the 4 'top' models was selected.
For selection levels 20%, 10% and 0% the resulting model sets are much larger. There where 107, 184 and 226 models in the respective sets. This reduced the h(M j ) of the strongest models.
When applying approx. BMA to the glioma data, using model priors pr(M j ) which give each model equal weight, we obtain fairly similar answers. As in the example of Volinsky et al. (1997) all models with a posterior probability greater 1/C with C = 20, were included. In total 41 models were selected into the set. Table 3 (16%) of the total posterior model probability is the same as was selected by BE BIC and under bootstrap MA. The variables mali1, age and surg1 have the highest posterior effect probabilities pr(β j = 0|D) of 100%. The variables age and surg1 also have a 100%
inclusion frequency under bootstrap MA but mali1 has only an inclusion frequency of 81 %. Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of bootstrap inclusion probabilities from the bootstrap MA approach versus the posterior effect probabilities pr(β j = 0|D). With BMA variables with strong effects appear more "important" than with bootstrap MA, i.e. obtain a higher posterior effect probability compared to the inclusion frequency. Variables with weak effects appear more "important" with bootstrap MA compared to BMA. Some of these differences are due to the fact that the pr(β = 0|D) are derived after the model space has been reduced by Occam's window, whereas the h(x i ) are estimated before the model space reduction. The pr(β = 0|D) resulting from the BMA procedure without reducing the model space yield a closer agreement with the h(M j ) for most variables (also shown in Figure 2 ).
We compare the predictive performance of the model averaging methods with the performance of predictions using the Kaplan-Meier estimate without covariates, the full Cox explan. P r(β l = 0|D) 10 models with the model and the single model as chosen by BE BIC . We predict the probability of survival at a relatively early time point after diagnosis, at 310 days, and after two years at 730 days.
These time-points where chosen by looking at the overall Kaplan-Meier curve, at day 310 the estimated survival probability is about 0.5. Day 730 is after the median follow-up time of 712 days and the estimated survival probability is about 0.2. We estimate the Brier score using 20-fold cross-validation. The results shown in Table 4 do not indicate any major differences. There is some benefit in introducing explanatory information: the percentage reduction of the Brier score (R 2 ) is around 15% for the four model based predictions at day 310 and at day 730 it is around 28%. The full model yields the highest R 2 at day 310 and at day 730 the lowest. Differences in predictions of the prognostic indices with the four model-based approaches are also small, the estimated partial predictive scores (PPS) from the 20-fold cross-validation are all similar (Table 4) , with bootstrap MA yielding the lowest, i.e. worst, and the full model the highest, i.e. best, PPS.
Primary Biliary Cirrhosis
In the PBC example our pre-model selection decisions are as follows. We apply BE BIC to bootstrap samples in the bootstrap MA approach. For the 123 events this is in correspondence to the BIC with a penalty of log(123).
The results given in Table 5 show that the model selection uncertainty in this example is much higher than in the glioma example. 65 different models were selected in the second step of bootstrap MA, of which inclusion frequencies are all below 12%. Table 6 shows the corresponding figures for approx. BMA, where only 32 different models were selected.
The model with the highest posterior probability (18%) is the same as for the bootstrap MA method. In Figure 3 we see that the relation between the bootstrap inclusion frequencies and posterior effect probabilities is similar as in the glioma example. The variables l.albu, age, prothr, l.urcop and edema with high posterior probabilities appear to be more important under approx. BMA than under two step bootstrap MA. Variables with low posterior probabilities appear more "important" under two step bootstrap MA.
We compare predictive performance of our averaging approaches with the predictions using the Kaplan-Meier estimate, the full Cox model, and the selected model from BE BIC (Table 7) . The Brier score is estimated, at given time points t * =1000 and 3000 days, approximately 3 and 8 years; with an estimated survival probability of about 0.8 and 0.6 respectively using the Kaplan-Meier method. At t * =1000 the percentage reduction of the Brier score (R 2 ) is around 35% for the four model-based predictions; the full model yields the highest R 2 = 36% and there is no difference between bootstrap MA and approx.
BMA. At t * = 3000 the bootstrap MA procedure leads the highest R 2 = 31%, BE BIC gives only 28%. h(x i ) are based on the models selected in 500 bootstrap samples with BE BIC . The 65 models are the result of step two based on 7 explanatory variables with h(x i ) > 30% selected in step one, of which 10 are shown. For these models the corresponding h(M j )
resulting from different selection levels in step one are also given. * Model selected by Fleming and Harrington (1991) . † Model selected using backward elimination with the BIC criterion (BE BIC ). 
Discussion
In statistical analysis it has been common practice to base inference on a 'conditional model', a model given a priori. This ignores uncertainty of model predictions, estimates of effects and variance caused by model selection. Breiman (1992) calls this a 'quiet scandal'.
A possible solution to the problem may be to use a weighted average of the models when making predictions and similarly to base variance estimates on several models, rather than on one 'conditional' model. Most of this methodology has been developed in a Bayesian framework and was put into practice in the last decade (Chatfield, 1995; Draper, 1995; Hoeting et al., 1999) .
In this paper we use Bayesian model averaging (approx. BMA) and suggest a bootstrap approach (bootstrap MA) for model averaging which has its roots in the papers by Sauerbrei and Schumacher (1992) and Buckland et al. (1997) . We present survival analyses from two studies where we concentrate on variable selection in the Cox model. We assume that the effects are linear, constant over time, interactions between covariates do not exist and that all assumptions implied by the Cox model hold. Obviously, this is still a severe restriction of the parameter space considered. However, we see no chance to escape from this problem of many simplifying assumptions. In a prototype 'linear regression analysis tool' more model selection aspects have been incorporated to consider 'the cost of data analysis ' Faraway (1992) , but we are not aware of any substantial improvement from this approach.
In our bootstrap MA procedure we start with a screening step aiming to eliminate variables which have no or at most a weak effect. The 'cost' may be to loose a variable which may improve a predictor slightly, however this step reduces the computational burden substantially, more importantly it gives a clearer impression concerning the models most supported by the data. This helps with the interpretation and may thereby increase the practical usefulness of the results, e.g. by making the transportation of the model to other medical centres easier. The screening step of our approach can reduce the number of variables used in the predictor substantially, e.g. in the Glioma example the predictor is based on only 7 out of 15 variables. For a more parsimonious model even less variables could be retained by increasing the cut-off value for the variable selection frequency h(x i ) above which variables are included in the subset after the first screening step. Based on the cross-validated log-likelihood we may conclude in the Glioma example that the full model and the model with 9 variables selected by BE (0.157) may be overparameterised.
Hence they are less useful for describing data of a similar study collected under slightly different conditions, e.g. at a different time point, or data from different clinics but under the same protocol. In addition, it is questionable whether all factors from the full model will ever be collected in a similar study. Therefore, a model requiring all variables lacks practical usefulness. The Occam's window used in Bayes model averaging excludes models not supported by the data, but the remaining models may still require to measure all the available variables, although some of them may have a close to zero weight. Hence if model parsimony is important in aiding interpretability, reproducibility and transportability of a model (Sauerbrei, 1999; Altman and Royston, 2000; Burnham and Anderson, 2001 ) the bootstrap MA approach has an advantage over the BMA method.
In both model averaging approaches, more or less arbitrary decisions on settings for the model space reduction are made. For bootstrap MA, this is the cut-off value of h(x i ) above which variables are included in the subset after the first screening step. In approx. BMA it is the setting of C in the Occam's window. Only models with a posterior probability greater than 1/C are included. In the glioma example we have shown how the number of selected models changes depending on the cut-off value of bootstrap MA. In bootstrap MA, results may also be sensitive to the choice of the selection level applied in the backward elimination procedure. We have used the BIC criterion to make our procedure comparable to the approx. BMA procedure. To what extent results are sensitive to these settings is currently under investigation in a large simulation study.
In both of our examples there is a potential gain from using the proposed techniques. For the Glioma example predictions from both model averaging methods were very similar and do not differ substantially from predictions of conventional methods (BE BIC , full model).
In studies with a larger number of potential predictors it is more likely that many of them have no influence in a multivariable context and differences between the approaches are more likely. In the Glioma example the similarity of results is not surprising as the actual reduction of the Brier score of all model-based predictions is relatively small with a maximum of R 2 of 17% at day 310 and 30% at day 730. The sample size in relation to the 15 possible explanatory variables is reasonable (274 events) and 33% of the cases are censored. Based on the model inclusion frequency, the model including variables age, surg1, mali1 und Karn1 is the clear winner. The posterior model probability is 16% and the model inclusion frequency as estimated by the bootstrap resampling is 17%. The model with the second highest certainty attached to it includes one additional variable (epil ) and has a posterior probability of 10% and an inclusion frequency of 10%. Repeating bootstrap MA with different cut off values for h(x j ) always resulted in the same "winner model" (Table 2 ). These models were also selected with the BE approach using 0.01 and 0.05 as selection levels respectively.
In the PBC example we have a situation where one would expect an advantage from the model averaging methods: there is less information in the data for model selection compared to the glioma example. 60% of the cases are censored and the number of events (123) per variable (EPV) is small. With 9.5 EPV is slightly smaller than EPV=10, which may be considered as a lower border. Based on simulation results Peduzzi et al. (1995) conclude that below this value results of proportional hazards regression analyses should be interpreted with caution. Here both model averaging methods perform better than the BE BIC . The bootstrap inclusion frequencies and the posterior model probabilities do not point to an obvious winner model. For bootstrap MA the first 50% of model inclusion frequency is shared among the first 6 models.
It is worth noting that in most studies on BMA for survival data (Hoeting et al., 1999; Volinsky et al., 1997) , the full model has not been included in a comparison. Hence it is interesting to see that in both examples the full model performs marginally best in terms of prediction. But compared to bootstrap MA, the full model needs the information from all explanatory variables, which may be a difficulty if the model is applied in another study, and complicates interpretation.
These findings show that the described procedures do not necessarily improve predictions, especially if the data situation is good as it is in the glioma example, but are useful for obtaining a better understanding of the data and for judging the certainty attached to a selected model. Comparing the length of confidence intervals in the PBC example (Figure 4) showed that the median width of confidence intervals with bootstrap MA was 88% of the width of the full model and the median width of confidence intervals from the BE BIC was narrowest, 61% of the width of the full model. It is likely that confidence intervals after variable selection are too short, because they are based on the assumptions of an a priori given model and uncertainty of the model selection process is not included in the variance estimation. This problem has been discussed by many authors, e.g. Altman and Andersen (1989) and Miller (1990) . Confidence intervals from the full model may be too wide, because many variables without influence are included and correlation of variables results in variance inflation. To draw any further conclusions on the unbiasedness and accuracy of estimates and their variance, a simulation study assessing the coverage of confidence intervals is necessary. Model averaging may improve the coverage of confidence intervals as has been demonstrated by Buckland et al. (1997) for a simple survival model example. Whether this is the case in prognostic models like ours deserves further investigation.
In the glioma example the posterior effect probabilities pr(β = 0|D) from approx. BMA (when no Occam's window was applied) attached a higher "certainty of inclusion" to the variables mali1 and Karn1 than the inclusion probabilities of the bootstrap MA. This an automatic fashion and it also achieves model parsimony by reducing the number of variables. This is more useful in the context of prognostic models than the reduction of the number of models with Occam's window of the approx. BMA method or than simply fitting the full model.
